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We apply the theory of covering spaces to show how one can construct 
infinitely many finite s-transitive or locally s-transitive graphs. N. Biggs has 
used for similar purpose a special graph covering construction due to J. H. 
Conway. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Our graphs will be connected and without loops or multiple edges. An 
s-arc of a graph G is a map S of (0, l,..., s} into the vertex set V(G) of G 
such that S(i) and S(i + 1) are adjacent for 0 ,( i < s and S(i) f S(i + 2) 
for 0 < i < s - 1. Every I.X E Aut(G) induces a permutation of the set of 
s-arcs of G. We say that a subgroup A of Aut(G) is s-transitive if its action 
on s-arcs of G is transitive. We say that G is s-transitive if Aut(G) is s- 
transitive. For instance, G is O-transitive means that G is vertex-transitive. 
We say that G is locally s-transitive if for any two s-arcs S, and S, for 
which S,(O) = S,(O) there exists 01 E Aut(G) such that ac 0 S, = S, . 
To every graph G one can associate a topological space which is called 
the realization of G. In order to avoid complications in the notation we 
shall denote this topological space again by G. For the relevant definitions 
concerning graphs as topological spaces and for the results about covering 
spaces we refer to [6]. 
If u E V(G) then n(G, u) will denote the fundamental group of G with 
base point u. If G, and G, are graphs and f : G, + GZ a continuous map 
such that g(V(G,)) C V(G,) then for any u E V(G,) and z’ = f(u) E V(G,) 
we denote byf, the induced group homomorphism r(G, , u) + r(Gz , v). 
The fundamental group n(G, U) of a graph G is a free group. The iso- 
morphism classes of covering spaces p : G --f G are in one-to-one corre- 
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spondence with the conjugacy classes of subgroups X of n(G, II). The 
cardinality of the set p-‘(u) is equal to the index of X in z( G, u). 
If U, z: E V(G) and h is a homotopy class of paths with initial point ZI and 
terminal point v then we denote by $,, the group isomorphism 
such that 
#I~ : ST(G, u) - n(G, v) 
#J&L) =: h-l/A 
LIFTING OF AUTOMORPHISMS 
We assume that p : G + G is a covering space of the graph G and let 
u E V(G), ZZ EP+(u), p*r(C?, il) = X a subgroup of Z-(G, u). 
THEOREM 1. Let OL E Aut(G), O!(U) = c atzd i; up-l(v). There exists a 
igting C? E Aut(G) oj cy such that E(G) = 5 if and only if there exists a 
homotopy class qf paths x ,from u” to d such that B*(X) = 4A(X) u,here 
x=pJ 
Proqf. If a lifting & exists 
E 
c--+-G 
D 1 1 D 
G---,G 
it is unique and is an automorphism of G. The necessary and sufficient 
conditions for this are known [6, Theorem 5.1, p. 1561. In our case this 
condition is 
ol*p* n(G, ii) = p*?T(G, a). (1) 
Let x be a homotopy class of paths from u” to d. Then if X = p 0 i; we have 
$Mx> = +AP*4e, 6) = P*dn& fi) 
== p*7T(G, 6) 
because 4A up* = p* 0 +n [6, Example 4.1, p. 631. Thus our condition (1) 
becomes a,(X) = dA(X) and this completes the proof. 
Now we shall assume that A is a subgroup of Aut(G). We say that a 
subgroup X of R-(G, u) is A-admissible if for every u E A, and every homo- 
topy class of paths X from u to v = a(u) we have 
a*(X) = +Aw 
If A = Aut(G) we say just admissible instead of A-admissible. 
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By taking 01 = 1 we see that every A-admissible subgroup X of n(G, u) 
is normal. 
THEOREM 2. Let p : e ---f G be the covering space of the graph G, 
II E V(G), ii E p-l(u), X = p,z-(e, fi). The .following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) X is A-admissible; 
(ii) For every 01 E A and every d E p-‘(v) where v = a(u) there exists a 
lifting C? E Aut(@ such that z(u”) = -2 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) follows from Theorem 1 and the definition of 
A-admissible subgroups. 
(ii) 3 (i) If OL E A, v = U(U) and h is a homotopy class of paths from 
u to o then we can lift h to i; and let z? EP-l(v) be the terminal point of i;. 
Then Theorem 1 shows that a*(X) = q&(X). Hence X is A-admissible. 
All the liftings E of elements iy E A form a subgroup A” of Aut(@. 
We say that A” is the lifting of A. 
THEOREM 3. Let the hypotheses be the same as in Theorem 2. Let S, and 
S, be two s-arcs of e and assume that some cy. E A carries the s-arc p 0 S, to 
p 0 S, , i.e., a: 0 p 0 S, = p 0 S, . If X is A-admissible then the lifting 
Z E Aut(C?) exists and satisjies & 0 S, = S, . 
In particular, if A is s-transitive (locally s-transitive) and X is A-admissible, 
then A” is s-transitive (locally s-transitive). 
Proof. Let ( p 0 S,)(O) = u and v = LX(U) = (a 0 p 0 S,)(O) = ( p 0 S,) 
(0). Then S,(O) = ii EP-I(U) and S,(O) = d EP-l(v). By Theorem 2 there 
exists a lifting & E Aut(C?) of cy. such that E(E) = 6. Since 
pas, = (Yoposl =poL%os, 
and S,(O) = (a 0 S,)(O) = &!(S,(O) we infer that S, = & 0 S, 
THEOREM 4. Every characteristic subgroup X of t-r(G, u) where G is a 
graph and II E V(G) is admissible. 
Proof. The maps 
+A : m(G, 4 - 4G, 4, 
a* : n(G, 21) -+ n(G, v) 
are group isomorphisms, where v = a(u) and X is a homotopy class of 
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paths from I! to v. Thus a$ 0 $,, is an automorphism of IT(G, u). Since X is 
characteristic in n(G, U) we have 
Thus (x*(X) = 4,,(X) and the proof is completed. 
COROLLARY. Tfjere exist injinitely manjl finite connected graphs qfeach 
of the following types: 
(i) 3-ralent and 5-transitire; 
(ii) 3-talent arid locall~v I-transitire; 
(iii) 4-talent and ‘l-transitive. 
Proqf. It is known that there exists at least one graph of each of these 
types. Indeed, Tutte’s g-cage [S] is of type (i), a graph of type (ii) is des- 
cribed in [3]. The 4-valent I2-cage described by Benson [I] is 7-transitive, 
[4] and [5]. 
The assertion folfows from Theorem 4 by observing that a non-trivial 
finitely generated free group has infinitely many characteristic subgroups 
of finite index. 
Remark I. We are prompted by Theorem 4 to ask the following 
question: Given a free group FrL on n free generators (n positive integer) 
find a proper characteristic subgroup W of F, such that the index (F, : W) 
is minimal. Jt turns out that W is unique, it is generated by all elements x.” 
for x E F;, and F/W is elementary abelian of order 2”. The proof of that 
fact was shown to me by D. Solitar. 
Indeed, let a, ,..., a, be a set of free generators of F,, and for every subset 
SC (1, 2,..., n; = Nlet a(S) be the product of the elements a,; , X- E S taken 
in some order. Each element a(S) a(T)pl, S # T is primitive, i.e., there is a 
free basis of F,, which includes the element a(S) a(T)-l. This implies that 
a(S) a(T)-l$ W for every proper characteristic subgroup W of F,! . Hence, 
the elements a(S) for S C N belong to distinct cosets of W in F, . This 
shows that (F, : W) > 2”. If equality holds then, for instance, alar and 
a2a1 must belong to the same coset of W, i.e., the images of a, and a, in 
F,/ W commute. The same is valid for other pairs of generators ab . There- 
fore F,J IV is elementary abelian of order 2”. 
THEOREM 5. Let p : C? + G be the couering space qf’ the graph G, 
II E V(G), z? EP-l(u) and X m= p,n(C?, 2). Assume that A is an +transitiue 
(locally s-transitive, s > I) subgroup ?f Aut(G). Then the lifted group A” is 
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s-transitive (locally s-transitive, s 3 1) if and only if X is A-admissible. In 
that case we have a short exact sequence 
where the map A” --f A is given by E tt p 0 E and Aut(G, p) is the group of 
automorphisms of the covering space p : (? + G. The converse of the first 
assertion holds if A is s-regular (locally s-regular, s 3 1). 
Proof. If Xis A-admissible then Theorem 3 implies that A”is s-transitive 
(locally s-transitive, s 3 1). For the converse, let 01 E A, v = O(U), 
ti up-l(u), d EP-l(v). Choose s-arcs S, and S, of f? such that S,(O) = ;, 
S,(O) = 75, and p 0 S, = a op 0 S, . Choose p” E A” which is a lifting of 
some,8~Asuchthat~~S,=Sz.Then~~p~S,=p~~~S,=p~S,= 
01 o p o S, forces LY = p by regularity of A. Hence by Theorem 2 X is 
A-admissible. 
If X is A-admissible then our homomorphism A” + A is onto and its 
kernel is Aut(c, p). 
Remark 2. Tutte’s 8-cage has a three fold covering graph which is 
distance transitive [2, 71. It follows from Theorem 5 that rr(G, u) has an 
admissible subgroup X of index 3. Using geometrical considerations one 
can identify the subgroup X and use this to construct the covering graph. 
This will be studied elsewhere. 
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